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1. Introduction

The Anthroporechnology concept, defined by analogy with ergonomies as the adaptation of
technology to the population and the realities ofa country, was proposed by one of us (Wisner,
1976; 1984b) in order tu designate a specific approach to technology transfer prohiems. This
approach, the problematics iL defines and its theoretical bases are developed elsewhere in this
volume (Wisner, 1994).
In this perspective, research was carried out in two lubricant mixing plants of a multinational
group which operate respectively in Zaïre and France. The aim was to highlight how the
organization really worked, the elements on which this operation was based and, finally, tu see
what possible contributions the anthropotechnological approach could make tu the design of
organization.
In this communication, we present the situations studied and the methodology followed heforc
proposing a discussion of the results obtained and the lessons which could he learned from tItis
work in the field of the operation 0f organizationS.

2. The work situations analyzed

The two plants studied use the same technology which teads tu the mixing of basic oils, hcavy
residues from ou refining. Depending on the lubricant to be produced, various qualities of
these oils atre niixed in proportions determined by the appropriate formulas. The production
process is a continuous process in which the centrifugal mixing force and the systems which
monitor the condition of the product and evacuation ofgases are essential.

The two technical systems mainly differ in terms ofsize: for a theoretical production capacity
two and a half times that of Kinshasa, the Nanterre plant not only has technical facilities which
can produce more but also hasgreater flexibility of use. The differences are mainly found in
the raw material and finished product storage facilities and the production systems.
Differences vary from 1 to 16. Although the technology is identical, the different sizes of the
technical systems have an effect on the work. The plant manager (PM) and the workers are
not faced with the same problems and, due to this, do flot produce the same reasonings or the
same operating methods in the two installations.

FormaI organization in the two situations is based on a bureaucratie model. In Nanterre, as in
Kinshasa, the plant is run by an engineer whose direct superior is on the company’s
management board.
In Nanterre, the plant has six departments, each ofwhich is run by a manager. Executives are
given professional training and are former workers who have reached management level
through internai promotion after a long period of experience (from 9 tu 29 years) - except for
two of them who have university degrees. Twenty-five operators are employed directly in
production. The plant has a total of 52 staff, including managers.
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In Kinshasa, the maintenance and shipnients department does flot corne under the PM’s

authority. There is no quality department. The plant has oniy three departrnents, each ofwhich

is run by a manager. Ail of them have a higher education level (three years at university).

Fifteen operators work regularly in production. Two fork-iift truck drivers handie the

transportation of products and equipment. The plant employs a total of 20 persons. But this

number doubles when journeyinen are taken into account. Journeymen work in the plant but

do flot helong to the plant’s regular workforce. In fact thesejourneymen, most ofwhom are

cmpioyed in the plant every day, are hired on a daiiy hasis.

‘hic Nanterre plant operates in an industriaiiy deveioped country while that oC Kinshasa is in

an industriaily deveioping country. The problems posed by these different environmnts are

not the same. The Kinshasa environmcnl may he defined as very uncerlain while that of

Nanterre is relativeiy stable. Raw materials and spare parts are increasingly difficuit to acquire

in Kinshasa due to the remoteness of suppliers. The sale of finished products raises major

problems due to the inconsistency of demand and communication systems. The various

infrastructures and skills and the technical and financial possibilities which the plant can use

ta ensure that it runs properly differ due to the industrial and social fabric. The industrial and

social fabrics, which are very dense in France and relatively light in Zaïre, contribute b the

constitution of concrete problems which individuals have to face.

3. Nlelhodology: analysis ofthe PM’s activity

in order ta tackle the real organization ofwork through ergonomic analysis, we thought that

tue most pertinent observation level was that of a rather senior manager who is close enough

ta the performance of tasks. Due to his position of resporisibiiity and his relative

independence, the plant manager represents the point of convergence for ail probiems

concerning persons under his authority and the instructions from the departments he answers

In. flie choice of studying the PM’s activities was mainly hased on a criterion of pertinence

and in no way postulates that the PM’s activity is representative of ail the activities performed

0 tue plant. The analysis of the PM’s activities constitutes a starting point from which it is

possible ta study the entire operation of the system and its oranization.

Data collection methods

The great variability of the tasks which the PM has ta face and the diversity of the actions he

undertakes lcd to a continuous observation of his activity over a period of several days.

l)ue tO 111e hehaviour of the PM, which is essentially verbal, a sound recording had 10 be made

oC ail his communications and a paper-pencil note had to be taken of his observable activities.

Thanks ta the integration of data recorded with these twa techniques, it was possible to

reconstitute severai working days in each of the two situations. These working day

reconstitutions constitute the material which was processed.

Significance oC Ihe action: lite use oC verbalizations

Since explanatinns were necessary in order ta understand the varions activities ohserved, three

lcvcls oC verbalization were seiected:

- inlerruprive i’erbalizations, wliich consisted of asking questions as work was done in order to

enahle the PM to explain the actions he was performing. These questions concerned the action

itself, the gesture made or, more generaily, an element of the work or the context in which it

look place.

- wriueo seif-confromation. The predominance of communication actions in the PM’s activity,

tue density of the actions and situations whose understanding was desirable, andthe ength oC

lime represented by aworkingday lcd ta a form of confrontation other than that generally used

in ergonomies. Written self-confrontation consists of showing the person whose activity is

analyzed his working day reconstitued in writing and asking him to write doivn bis reactions. This

gets round the difficulty of commenting an oral exchange.

This method of confrontation did not raise any particular problems, since the persons whose

activity was analyzed had a high education level. Through their activities, they were used to

dealin with written documents. Therefore, reading and understanding their reconstituted

activities did not pose anyparticuiurprohlem. Assuch, itwas possibleto have the reconstituted

activities criticized by the PM.

- Jnte,views guided by facis (IGF). Interviews guided hy facts constitute the third level of

explanation used ta grasp the significance of actions and reconstruct the interpretation. huic

aim of IGFs istwo-fold. First oC ail, it isa matter oC explaining the facts al alevelwhich enahies

the attainments of verbalizations in situation and written self-confrontation ta be extended and

consolidated. IGFs thus endeavour ta bridge the gaps in previous methods: difficulty (if

verbalizing during work or incomplete verbaiizations, difficult interpretation of expianations

obtained in written seif-confrontation, etc. In this sense, they reinforce the perspective of the

what and how aimed at by self-confrontation.

Itis also a matter of highlightingthe ruleswhich govern the behaviour observed. It is notsimply

a matter of considering the What and °How” of the action ta the limit of their most reinote

causes, but also that of including the perspective of Why”. The generalization of the possible

interpretation and highlighting of close or remote explanatory elements helps to understand

the organization of the activities.

The particularity of this approach is that it starts from the activity and endeavours ta understand

the operation of the organization on the basis of the activities of men at work.

The data collected as such are processed at several levels. An initial descriptive approach oC

the manager’s work helps ta understand the varions characteristics using a comparison of

behaviours ohserved over several days. Secondly, the reconstitution of histories on the basis

of abjects highlighted enables an analysis of the content which depends on analysis of the

activities.

Thi double perspective leads ta a synthesis of the activity in terms of relations, thanks ta which

b is possible ta find out the varions work relations maintained by the manager and, with them,

the varions constraints of the situation, the way in which prohlems are actually posed and the

iiieans which are effectively used.

In the twa situations in Zaïre and France, this approach leads ta the production of a collection

of data that are comparable bath in terms of the descriptive viewpoint and the work content.

4. The manager’s activity and operation oCihe plant: the dynamics oC real organization

The tasks which the manager faces in Nanterre, as in Kinshasa, are multiple. We shah flot

descrihe them ail in this text. 1-Iowever, thanks ta the descriptive approach ta the activity, they

have heen defined in a rather exhaustive way (Langa, 1994). In order ta understand the

aperation of the PM and his relation with the real organization of the plant, we shah start with

the reconstitution of his activity around a single exampie: the production schedule. In bath

situations, the plant has ta respecta production schedule established outside. in Nanterre, the

various customer orders which arrive in the specific departments of the lubricants division and

the requirements of the different depots and points ofsale are entered in the computer system.

The production manager can thus follow them up on his terminal and produce the necessary

amounts. In the saine way, a monthly schedule is transmitted ta the Kinshasa PM.
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Ilowever, an analysis of the different production documents shows that, in reality, production

in Kinshasa is different from that planned in the schedule, while that of Nanterre is similar to

it.
The main causes of the considerable difference noted in Kinshasa and the tendency towards

compliance observed in Nanterre are numerous. Achieving production which complies with

forccasts implies, among other things: knowledge of thè schedule in good time, stability of the

programme concerned, availability of the raw materials necessary and control of the supply

system, availahility of the technical equipment and skills necessary to perform production,

availability of sufficient storage premises, no incidents in production or in the finished product

delivery process, etc.

In the Nanterre situation, orders recorded by computer are effective. Urgent situations rarely

arise in production since the great finished product storage capacities enable the shiprnent

department to satisfy urgent customer orders without asking the productiQn department to

change its schedule. The raw material storage system is largely sufficient. The wealth of the

industrial fabric facilitates relations with suppliers, customers, service companies,

manufacturers of the machines used, etc. The hazards arising from technical incidents are

solved by a skilled maintenance department which has the necesary equipment, or hy calling

in one of the many companies in the surrounding area; the intervention of these companies is

fast enough to avoid operation of the company being excessively penalized.

An analysis of the PM’s activity in Nanterre showed that he does flot intervene much in the

scheduling of production. The problems posed by this activity generally arise in a such a way

that they can he solved hy direct managers. Situations which require the intervention of the

IM are rare. Ilowever, we noted various cases of the PM’s intervention: the fact that a product

did flot respect standards when it had to be delivered immediately, use ofone ingredient instead

of another because the former was not available in stock, a production incident leading to a

mixture of products, etc. These situations, which are exceptionai in Nanterre, do flot disturb

production to the point where the production schedule cannot he respected.

On the other hand, in Kinshasa, the parameters which have to heconsidered t respect the

production schedule are affected l)y several prohiems that are practically permanent: the

production schedule is neyer sent early enough to enable production managers to take the

necessary steps. Quite often this schedule arrives weli into the month when it should have

started. Requests made are neyer stable. Frequently, requests are sent to the plant in the form

of an order from a senior manager, requests from the ,hipment department, telephone calls

from varions managers, etc. Some of these requests are imperative and urgent due to the

importance of the customer. Quite often, some requests made at the outset are cancelled

hecause there are unsoid products, because the depots are saturated or because the customers

have changed their orders.

Raw material supply difficuities make forecasts uncertain. The long import procedure depends

on departments which are beyond the plant’s control. The low capacity of the storage system

and its lack of fiexihiliiy - due to the small number of tanks - makes the difficulty of managing

basic oils even worse. The acquisition of various supplies is aiways exposed to certain hazards

which are heyond control: production prohiems at the manufacturer’s, routing difficulties, etc.

Similar problems are found with the management of finished product stocks and the ou

production system whose capacity is limited. Technicai incidents are particulariy serious when

thespare parts required have to be imported. The same appiies to management ofstaffwhose

absences, due to various problems like family constraints, happen without warning, due to the

poor telephone network.

In reality, these problems are practicaily permanent. Stock shortages, delivery surpluses,

non-compliance of products delivered and staff turning up late or remaining absent for an

unforeseen tue are daily problems. The high frequency of these problems, the difficulty of

foreseeing them and solving them in good time and in the right way makes it hard to respect a

schedule which, more9ver, fluctuates.

Unlike what happens in Nanterre, the activity of the PM in Kinshasa consists of constantiy

redefining the production which should and can be made. He cannot refer to information

which is sent in a bureaucratie way. In order to determine production, he follows up the

lubricants situation at customer’s through information from the truck drivers who deliver them

50 that he can find out the real tendency of requirements. He foliows up service companies

and suppliers by questioningtheir drivers, their empioyees and theirvarious managers in order

to find out, in good time, the hazards which could alter the plant’s operation. In this way, his

behaviour is close to that ofvisual navigation: the different decisions are made directly at his

level and according to existing circumstances. J3eyond the formai relations planned hy the

organization, his relations cover ail the persons Hable to provide him with the elements he

needs to plan the desired production level. I

The reconstitution of the PM’s hehaviour in regard to various other objects indicated the sanie

tendency. New works, maintenance, servicing and repair of certain elements of the technicai

system, for exampie, constitute difficuit prohiems due to the Iack of means available for treating

them in Kinshasa, while in Nanterre these problems are less frequent and are handled hy

existing departments.

As such, the organization turns out to be very dynamic in reality. The behaviour of individuals

tends to he in une with the recommended mies and procedures when no prohiems are posed

and when the use of these mules and the implementation of these procedures and work methods

respect the requirements of the situation. On the other hand, they deviate considerahly in the

event of defective operation which transforms the situation in such a way that the problems

have to be posed otherwise and means other than those planned by the organization have tu

he implemented, or sometirnes even inventcd.

The work relations of the manager, shown in the figures relative to Nanterre and Kinshasa,

enabie a synthesis which indicates the dynarnics in (lueStiofl the iack of defective operatioo

corresponds to a situation where the organization tends towards the expected operation. The

real relations of the manager are then reduced to hierarchical and functional links. In the

defective operation situations which are permanent in Kinshasa other links show up. In these

links there is a predominance of oblique relations: relations with the plant’s operators, the

drivers, staff and managers from other departments, divisions, managements and companies

with whom the PM is flot supposed to be in contact in a normal situation.

When the opemation of the PM is compared in the two situations analyzed here, it turns ont

that the technical, socio-economic and cultural dimensions are important factors of

differentiation. k is in downgraded situations, which are frequent in Kinshasa, that the

unsuitability of the formai organization shows up more clearly. In particular, il is the individual

skills in specific situations and the possibilities offered by society through its own mules which

enahie suitable operation of the organization or flot. Therefore, it is possible w talk of the

ethnological dimension, the reflection of various attainments which are due as much to society

in terms of its history, its development and its present situation, as to the individual in his

perception of this collective reality.

By higilighting the real operation of the organization, hie analysis ofthe PM’s activities may

constitute a ton) for evaluation of organizational operation. At least it provides an

understanding of the differencd which, exists between reality and the supposed operation

through structures as they are designed. Finally, we consider that the reflection on the design

of organizations should include these anthropotechnologicai contingencies thanks ho which the

real behaviour of managers and opemators can be taken into account.
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1. Introduction

The Anthropotechnoloy concept, defined by analogy with ergonomics as the adaptation of
technology to the population and the realities of a country, was proposed by one of us (Wisner,
1976; 1984b) in order to designate a specific approach to technology transfer problems. This
approach, the problematics it defines and its theoretical bases are developed elsewhere in this
volume (Wisner, 1994).
In this perspective, research was carried out in two lubricant mixing plants of a multinational
group which operate respectively in Zare and France. The aim was to highlight how the
organization reaily worked, the elements on which this operation was based and, finally, to sce
what possible contributions the anthropotechnological approach could make to the design of
orgamzation.
In this communication, we present the situations studied and the methodology followed before
proposing a discussion of the resuits obtained and the lessons which could be learned from this
work in the field of the operation of organizations.

2. The work situations analyzed

The two plants studied use the same technology which leads to the mixing of basic oils, heavy
residues from oil refining. Depending on the lubricant to be produced, various qualities of
these oils are mixed in proportions determined by the appropriate formulas. The production
process is a continuous process in which the centrifugal mixing force and the systems which
monitor the condition of the product and evacuation of gases are essential. -

The two technical systems mainly differ in terms of size: for a theoretical production cap acity
two and a bali rimes that of Kinshasa, the Nanterre plant flot only has technical facilities which
can produce more but also bas greater flexibility of use. The differences are mainly found in
the raw material and finished product storage facilities and the production systems.
Differences vary from 1 to 16. Although the technology is identical, the different sizes of the
technical systems have an effect on the work. The plant manager (PM) and the workers are
flot faced with the same problems and, due to this, do flot produce the same reasonings or the
same operating methods in the two installations.

Formai organization in the two situations is based on a bureaucratic model. In Nanterre, as in
Kinshasa, the plant is run by an engineer whose direct superior is on the company’s
management board.
In Nanterre, the plant has six departments, each ofwhich is mn by a manager. Executives are
given professional training and are former workers who have reached management level
through internai promotion after a long period of experience (from 9 to 29 years) - except for
two of them who have university degrees. Twenty-five operators are employed directly in
production. The plant has a total of 52 staff including managers.



In Kinshasa, the maintenance and shipments department does flot corne under the PM’s
authority. There is no quality department. The plant has only three departments, each ofwhich
is run by a manager. Ail of them have a higher education level (three years at university).
Fifteen operators work regularly in production. Two fork-lift truck drivers handie the
transportàtion of products and equipment. The plant emplcys a total of 20 persons. But this
number doubles when journeymen are taken into account. Journeymen work in the plant but
do flot belong to the plant’s regular workforce. In fact these journeylnen, most cf whom are
employed in the plant every day, are hired on a daily basis.

The Nanterre plant operates in an industrially developed country while that cf Kinshasa is in
an industrially developing country. The problems posed by these different environments are
flot the same. The Kinshasa enviromnent may be defined as very uncertain while that cf
Nanterre is relatively stable. Raw materials and spare parts are increasingly difficult te acquire
in Kinshasa due te the remoteness cf suppliers. The sale cf finished products taises major
problems due to the inconsistency cf demand and communication systems. The varieus
infrastructures and skills and the technical and financial possibilities which the plant can use
te ensure that it runs properly differ due te the industrial and social fabric. The industrial and
social fabrics, which are very dense in France and relatively light in Zaïre, contribute te the
constitution cf concrete problems which individuals have te face.

3. Methodology: analysis of the PM’s activity

In order te tackie the real organization of work through ergonornic analysis, we thought that
the mest pertinent observation level was that cf a rather senior manager who is close enough
te the performance cf tasks. Due te his position cf respensibility and his relative
independence, the plant manager represents the point cf convergence for ail problems
concerning persons under his authority and the instructions from the departments he answers
te. The choice cf studying the PM’s activities was mainly based en a criterion cf pertinence
and in no way postulates that the PM’s activity is representative cf ail the activities performed
in the plant. 11e analysis cf the PM’s activities constitutes a starting point from which it is
possible te study the entire operation cf the system and its organization.

Data collection methods

The great variabiiity cf the tasks which the PM has te face and the diversity cf the actions he
undertakes led te a centinueus observation cf his activity over a period cf several days.
Due te the behavieur cf the PM, which is essentially verbal, a sound recording had te be made

cf ail his communications and a paperpencilf note had te be taken cf his observable activities.
Thauks te the integration cf data reccrded with these two techniques, it was possible te

reconstitute several werking days in each cf the two situations. These working day

reconstitutions constitute the material which was processed.

Significance of the action: the use ofverbalizations

Since explanations were necessary in order te understand the various activities observed, three

levels of verbalization were selected:

- interruptive verbalizations, which consisted of asking questions as work was done in order to

enable the PM to explain the actions he was perforrning. These questions concerned the action

itseII, the gesture made or, more generally, an element of the werk or the context in which it

took place.

- written self-confrontation. The pre dominance cf communication actions in the PM’s activity,

the density cf the actions and situations whose understanding was desirable, and the length cf

time represented by a working day led te a form cf confrontation other than that generally used



in ergonomics. Written self-confrontation consists of showing the person whose activity is
analyzed hs worlcing day reconstituted in writing and asking him to write down bis reactions. This
gets round the difficulty of commenting an oral exchange.

This method of confrontation did flot raise any particular problems, since the persons whose
activity was analyzed had a high education level. Through their activities, they were used to
dealing with written documents. Therefore, reading and understanding their reccnstituted
activities did flot pose any partiçular problem. As such, it was possible ta have the reccnstituted
activities criticized by the PM.

- Interviews guided by facts (IGF). Interviews guided by facts constitute the third level of
explanation used ta grasp the significance of actions and reconstruct the interpretatian. The
aim cf IGFs is two-fold. First cf ail, it is a matter of explaining the facts at a level which enables
the attainments ofverbalizatioiis in situation and written self-confrontation ta be extended and
consolidated. IGFs thus endeavour ta bridge the gaps in previous methods: difficulty of
verbalizing during work or incomplete verbalizations, difficuit interpretation cf explanations
obtained in written self-confrontation, etc. In this sense, they reinforce the perspective cf the
“what” and ‘how’ aimed at by self-confrontation.

It is also a matter of highlighting the rules which govern the behaviour observed. It is flot simply
a matter of considering the “What” and “How” of the action ta the limit of their mcst remote
causes, but also that of including the perspective of “Why”. The generalization cf the possible
interpretation and highlighting cf close or remote explanatory elements helps ta understand
the organization of the activities.

The particularity cf this approach is that it starts fram the activity and endeavours ta understand
the operation cf the organization on the basis cf the activities cf men at work.

The data collected as such are processed at several levels. An initial descriptive approach of
the manager’s work helps ta understand the variaus characteristics using a camparison cf
behaviaurs observed over several days. Secondly, the reconstitution cf “histories on the basis
cf abjects highlighted enables an analysis cf the content which depends on analysis of the
activities.

This double perspective leads ta a synthesis cf the activity in terms of relations, thanks ta which
it is possible ta -find eut the various wcrk relations maintained by the manager and, with them,
the varicus constraints cf the situation, the way in which problems are actually posed and the
means which are effectively used.

In the twa situations in Zaïre and France, this apprcach leads ta the production cf a collection

cf data that are comparable bath in ternis cf the descriptive viewpcint and the wcrk content.

4. The manager’s activity and operation of the plant: the dynamics cf real organization

The tasks which the manager faces in Nanterre, as in Kinshasa, are multiple. We shah flot

describe them ail in this text. However, thanlcs ta the descriptive approach te the activity, they

have been defined in a rather exhaustive way (Langa, 1994). In order to understand the

operation of the PM and his relation with the real organization cf the plant, we shah start with

the reconstitution of bis activity around a single example: the production schedule. In both

situations, the plant has to respect a production schedule established outside. In Nanterre, the

various customer orders which arrive in the specific departments cf the lubricants division and

the requirements cf the different depots and points cf sale are entered in the computer system.

The production manager can thus fcllow them up on bis terminal and produce the necessary

amounts. In the same way, a monthly schedule is transmitted to the Kinshasa PM.



However, an analysis of the different production documents shows that, in reality, production
in Kinshasa is different from that planned in the schedule, while that of Nanterre is similar to
it.
The mai1 causes of the considerable difference noted in Kinshasa and the tendency towards
compliance observed in Nanterre are numerous. Achieving production which complies with
forecasts implies, among other things: knowledge of the schedule in good time, stability of the
programme concerned, availability of the raw materials necessary and control of the supply
system, availability of the tecfriical equipment and skills necessary to perform production,
availability of sufficient storage premises, no incidents in production or in the finished product
deivery process, etc.

In the Nanterre situation, orders recorded by computer are effective. Urgent situations rarely
arise in production since the great fiuished product storage capacities enable the shipment
department to satisfy urgent customer orders without asking the production department to
change its schedule. The raw material storage system is largely sufficient. The wealth of the
industrial fabric facilitates relations with suppliers, customers, service companies,
manufacturers cf the machines used, etc. The hazards arising from technical incidents are
solved by a skilled maintenance department which has the necessary equipment, or by calling
in one cf the many companies in the surrounding area; the intervention of these companies is
fast enough to avoid operation of the company being excessively penalized.

An analysis of the PM’s activity in Nanterre showed that he does not intervene much in the
scheduling of production. The problems posed by this activity generally arise in a such a way
that they can be solved by direct managers. Situations which require the intervention of the
PM are rare. However, we noted various cases of the PM’s intervention: the fact that a product
did not respect standards when it had to be deivered immediately, use of one ingredient instead
of another because the former was flot available in stock, a production incident leading to a
mixture of products, etc. These situations, which are exceptional in Nanterre, do not disturb
production to the point where the production schedule cannot be respected.

On the other hand, in Kinshasa, the parameters which have to be considered to respect the
production schedule are affected by several problems that are practically permanent: the
production schedule is neyer sent early enough to enable production managers to take the
necessary steps. Quite often this schedule arrives well into the month when it should have
started. Requests made are neyer stable. Frequently, requests are sent to the plant in the form
of an order from a senior manager, requests from the shipment department, telephone calis
from various managers, etc. Some of these requests are imperative and urgent due to the

importance of the customer. Quite often, some requests made at the outset are cancelled

because there are unsold products, because the depots are saturated or because the customers
have changed their orders.

Raw material supply difficulties make forecasts uncertain. The long import procedure depends

on departments which are beyond the plant’s control. The low capacity of the storage system

and its lack of flexibility - due to the small number of tanks - makes the difficulty of managing

basic oils even worse. The acquisition cf varicus supplies is aiways exposed to certain hazards

which are beyond control: production problenis at the manufacturer’s, routing difficulties, etc.

Similar problems are found with the management of finished product stocks and the ou

production system whose capacity is limited. Technical incidents are particularly serious when

the sparc parts required have to be imported. The same applies to management ofstaffwhose

absences, due to various problems like family constraints, happen without warning, due to the

poor telephone network.

In reality, these problems are practically permanent. Stock shortages, delivery surpiuses,

non-compliance of products delivered and staff turning up late or remaining absent for an

unforeseen time are daily problems. The high frequency of these problems, the difficulty of



foreseeing them and solving them in good time and in the right way makes it hard to respect a
schedule which, moreover, fiuctuates.

Unlike what happens in Nanterre, the activity of the PM in Kinshasa consists of constantly
redefining the production which should and can be made. He cannot refer to information
which is sent in a bureaucratic way. In order to deterrriine production, he follows up the
lubricants situation at customer’s through information from the truck drivers who deliver them
so that he can find out the real tendency of requirements. He follows up service companies
and suppliers by questioning their drivers, their employees and their various managers in order
te find out, in good time, the hazards which could alter the piant’s operation. In this way, his
behaviour is close te that of visual navigation: the different decisions are made directly at his
level and according te ex.isting circumstances. Beyond the formai relations planned by the
organization, bis relations cover ail the persons hable te previde him with the elements he
needs te plan the desired production level.

The reconstitution of the PM’s behaviour in regard to various other objects indicated the same
tendency. New works, maintenance, servicing and repair of certain elements 0f the technical
system, for example, constitute difficuit problems due to the lack ofmeans available for treating
them in Kinshasa, while in Nanterre these probiems are less frequent and are handled by
existing departments.

As such, the organization turns eut te be very dynamic in reaiity. The behavieur of individuals
tends te be in une with the recornmended rules and procedures when no problems are posed
and when the use of these mies and the implementation cf these procedures and work methods
respect the requirements of the situation. On the other hand, they deviate considerably in the
event cf defective operation which transforms the situation in such a way that the problems
have te be posed otherwise and means other than those planned by the organization have te
be implemented, or semetimes even invented.

The work relations cf the manager, showri in the figures relative te Nanterre and Kinshasa,
enable a synthesis which indicates the dynamics in question: the lack cf defective eperation
corresponds te a situation where the organization tends towards the expected operation. The
real relations of the manager are then reduced te hierarchical and functional iinks. In the
defective operation situations which are permanent in Kinshasa other iinks show up. In these

links there is a predominance of oblique relations: relations with the plant’s operators, the

drivers, staff and managers from other departments, divisions, managements and companies

with whom the PM is net supposed te be in contact in a normai situatien.

When the eperation cf the PM is compared in the two situations analyzed here, it turns eut

that the technical, socie-economic and cultural dimensions are important factors cf

differentiation. It is in downgraded situations, which are frequent in Kinshasa, that the

unsuitability of the formai organizatien shows up more clearly. In particular, it is the individual

skills in specific situations and the possibilities offered by seciety through its own mies which

enable suitabie operatien cf the organizatien or net. Therefore, it is possible te taLk cf the

ethnoiogical dimension, the reflection cf various attainments winch are due as much te society

in ternis cf its history, itS deveiopment and its present situation, as te the individual in fris

perception cf this collective reality.

By highlighting the real operation of the organization, the analysis of the PM’s activities may

constitute a tool for evaluation 0f organizational operation. At least it provides an

understanding cf the difference which exists between reality and the supposed operation

through structures as they are designed. Finally, we consider that the reflection on the design

of organizations should include these anthropotechnological contingencies thanks to which the

real behaviour cf managers and eperators can be taken into acccunt.



The real relations of the Manager in Kinshasa (fig.1) and in Nanterre (Fig.2)
Hierarchical and functional representation
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